Omni Sulphur Joins The Sulphur Institute

WASHINGTON, D.C., May 15, 2009 – The Sulphur Institute (TSI) announced today that Omni Sulphur Inc. has joined the organization. Omni Sulphur, known for its sulphur forming and sulphur fertilizer services, is based in Arroyo Grande, California, U.S.A. and has an office in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Omni Sulphur designs, engineers, installs, owns and operates sulphur forming and sulphur bentonite fertilizer operations. Most recently, Omni Sulphur has installed sulphur fertilizer plants in Mumbai, India and Dubai, U.A.E.

“I am very pleased to welcome Omni Sulphur to TSI’s membership," stated Catherine Randazzo, president and CEO. Omni Sulphur further demonstrates the diversity of TSI’s membership base with not only its forming activities of interest to refiners and others producing byproduct sulphur, but also they are highly focused in the sulphur fertilizer business area—a sector where TSI has been devoting resources through its advocacy program,” she added.

Kent Lambden, Omni Sulphur’s manager director noted, “The value in TSI membership is obvious to us. TSI has experience in areas of transportation, handling and logistics as well as environmental, health and safety of major importance, not only to refiners, but those of us supporting this industry. We have expanded globally recently with our agricultural activities and TSI’s database and experience stands to help us as we expand further.”

Founded in 1960, The Sulphur Institute is a non-profit organization representing companies engaged in producing, buying, selling, handling, transporting or adding value to sulphur around the world from Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and North America.

For more information about TSI membership and programs, contact Chris de Brey, The Sulphur Institute, 1140 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 612, Washington, DC 20036, USA. Telephone: +1 202 331 9660; facsimile: +1 202 293 2940; E-mail: CdeBrey@sulphurinstitute.org. Details about TSi programs are available at: www.sulphurinstitute.org.
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Style Note to Editors: Sulfur is the preferred spelling in the United States, but the formal names of The Sulphur Institute and Omni Sulphur Inc. are spelled with a “ph.” Please take this into consideration when editing.